JAPANESE LANGUAGE MATERIALS

Japanese language materials are located in the Japanese Collection on the main floor. English language resources are in the Reference collection and in the stacks. For more detail see the library subject guide for Japanese.

(Language Dictionaries)

Reference collection:
- Ref PL679, PL681: Japanese language and bilingual dictionaries
- Ref PL679: Idioms
- Ref PL679: Visual dictionaries

Japanese Collection:
- jp R: Japanese language and bilingual dictionaries

See also corresponding classification numbers in the stacks for circulating copies.

For the online catalog search by subject under Japanese language dictionaries.

Encyclopedias

Reference:
- Ref DS805.J263 1993: Japan: An Illustrated Encyclopedia

Japanese collection:
- jp R2408.A10: Ajia rekishi jiten
- jp R3310.N9: Nihon rekishi daijiten

Literature

Guides to Japanese literature in the stacks:

Japanese Collection:
- jp 5866: Guides to Japanese literature

Fiction, poetry and drama: Japanese literature is found in the stacks on the main floor, and in the Japanese Collection. Some of the general subdivisions include:

Literature, by author:
- PL845–PL866: Showa period 1945–
- PL821–PL843: Showa period 1926–1945
- PL800–PL820: Maiji-Taisho period 1868–1926
- PL796–PL799: Late Edo period 1789–1867
- PL793–PL795: Early Edo period 1600–1788
- PL790–PL792: Kamakura-Momoyama period 1158–1600
- PL787–PL789: Heian period 794–1185
- PL784–PL786: Literature to 794

Fiction, poetry and drama: Japanese literature is found in the stacks on the main floor, and in the Japanese Collection. Some of the general subdivisions include:

Literature, by author:
- PL845–PL866: Showa period 1945–
- PL821–PL843: Showa period 1926–1945
- PL800–PL820: Maiji-Taisho period 1868–1926
- PL796–PL799: Late Edo period 1789–1867
- PL793–PL795: Early Edo period 1600–1788
- PL790–PL792: Kamakura-Momoyama period 1158–1600
- PL787–PL789: Heian period 794–1185
- PL784–PL786: Literature to 794
Collections: PL758–PL759: Collections of poetry
PL764–PL772: Collections of drama
PL781–PL783: Collections of translations
History and criticism: PL708–PL889: History and criticism

In the online catalog search under:

[subject] Japanese literature 20th century history and criticism
Japanese drama [la=jap] [for Japanese language publications]
shimazaki toson
[author] ryokan
oe kenzaburo
[title] manen gannen no futtoboru [or man’en gannen no fottoboru]
anya koro [or an’ya koro]

Browsing Books
Japanese fiction in paperback is located on the main floor. The collection can be accessed in the online catalog with the genre heading: Browsing Japanese.

Online Information
Middlebury at Mills students have access to both those indexes and databases to which Mills subscribes and those to which Middlebury subscribes. See (http://library.mills.edu/search/y ) for Mills resources. For Middlebury’s online resources the Middlebury College Library Home page (http://go.middlebury.edu/lib). From this page there are two searching options for finding books, journal articles, and other materials. Summon, the default search box on the library’s homepage, searches across the library’s catalog (MIDCAT) and the majority of databases and indexes to which we subscribe. Summon supports both non-English and article-level searching. MIDCAT (click the second tab on the search widget) provides information on materials in the library’s electronic and physical collections. For more detailed searching of specific databases and indexes related to Japanese, use the Japanese subject guide (http://go.middlebury.edu/guides) choose Japanese from among the choices on the subject pull down menu.

Newspapers
The library subscribes to an aggregate newspaper database. View today’s newspapers in Japanese from Newspaper Direct: URL: go/nd

Journals
Middlebury College supports East Asian language research with the following titles. Consult the journal listing online (go/journals) for availability and format.
Acta Asiatica
American Asian Review
Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies
Japan Echo
Japan Forum
Japan Quarterly
Japanese Jnl of Religious Studies
Journal of Asian History
Journal of Asian Studies
Journal of Japanese Studies
Journal of the American Oriental Society
Mangajin
Pacific Affairs
The Pacific Review
Shukan Asahi
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